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Creativity and innovation in meeting the needs of UCF
UCF Libraries is supporting a bright future for UCF students and faculty through the creation of a usercentered 21st Century Library with an Automated Retrieval Center (p.16-17). We’ve also just opened a
Downtown Library (p.11) to support UCF’s brand new downtown Orlando campus.
UCF Libraries has stationed librarians at six state college campuses in Central Florida as part of the
Direct Connect to UCF program, which guarantees admission to UCF for students with an A.A. degree
from any of UCF’s partner colleges. In addition, UCF’s Universal Orlando Foundation Library (aka the
Rosen Library) serves the research needs of the Rosen College of Hospitality Management and also
serves as a United Nations World Tourism Organization Depository library. UCF Libraries’ Curriculum
Materials Center (CMC) provides outreach and access to resources for local teachers and preK-12
students (p.23).

Submission at a Glance

UCF Libraries is a partner in the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries Centers of Excellence
Collaborative Federal Depository Program and also leverages its Patent & Trademark resources to
support UCF students, faculty, and the Central Florida region (p.22). Furthermore, UCF Libraries
has been awarded nearly $6 million (2007-present) in student-supported Tech Fee Awards that have
financed outstanding new digital collections and technology-based resources for UCF students.
To extend the reach of UCF’s curricula and research throughout the world, UCF Libraries has created
an institutional repository, Showcase of Text, Archives, Research & Scholarship (STARS), that has had
2,216,077 downloads as of November 15, 2019. Also, library teams have created an award-winning
Research Lifecycle at UCF model, which connects researchers to library and university services.

Leadership in developing and implementing exemplary programs

UCF librarians and staff work together as a cohesive team to
further the educational mission and goals of the University of
Central Florida. We strive nonstop to support the success of
students and faculty by devising creative and innovative projects,
fostering dynamic faculty and student relationships, and leading
exemplary partnerships and programs.

UCF Libraries has created a Value of Libraries team that connects library services to student success
(p.14-15) and a Textbook Affordability team that champions open or library-sourced materials (p.12-13).
To succeed at becoming more inclusive, our library teams collaborate with faculty and campus partners
to lead outstanding programs that celebrate diversity and promote an inclusive environment (p.24-25),
and UCF Librarians have garnered international recognition for creating the award-winning DIVerse
Families Bibliography. Our Library teams’ presentations, publications, service, and awards have an
impact across the globe (p.28-31).

Substantial and productive relationships with classroom faculty and students
UCF Libraries has reinvigorated its public service models by creatively scaling its services. Over the
past ten years, the numbers of students, faculty, and academic programs at UCF have dramatically
increased, while the number of librarians has decreased. Our challenge has been to creatively scale
services while maintaining high quality. To accomplish this, our Research, Education & Engagement
division has created dynamic Subject, Engagement, and Instruction Librarian models and a Scholarly
Communication unit.
We have a Subject Librarian team that supports each academic program at UCF, an Engagement
Librarian team that focuses on targeted populations (undergraduate research students (p.18), graduate
students (p.19), first-time-in-college students, transfer students, and international students); an
Instruction Librarian team that teaches information literacy skills to students in all modalities (p.20); and
an Ask Us virtual reference team that supports online and off-campus students and faculty.
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“In my career, I have learned there is no
greater gift than working with people
who share a commitment to making a
difference. Big ideas inspire us. Making
those ideas reality is what changes lives.
And working alongside passionate,
dedicated people is what life is all about.”

Thad Seymour, Interim President

We are here to make a better future for our students and society.

Our Promise

It’s a big job.
And we won’t be successful without a lot of us working together, and more of us living
up to our full potential.
At UCF, we know everyone has potential.
And when more people unleash their full potential, anything is possible.
We believe success can only happen when we expand opportunity and demand
excellence.

Moving UCF Forward

We believe if there’s a better way, we should do it.
We believe innovation comes from the meeting of diverse viewpoints.
We believe none of us is smarter than all of us.
Making the world a better place is a big job.

Master of Public Policy

Supersymmetric Laser Array

Beginning Fall 2020, UCF will be the first
university in the State University System to
offer a graduate program in public policy. “The
interdisciplinary nature of this program prepares
graduates to address the most pressing policy
issues for the State of Florida and across
the globe,” says Naim Kapucu, a Pegasus
professor and director of the School of Public
Administration.

A team of UCF researchers has overcome a longstanding problem in laser science, and the findings
could have applications in surgery, drilling and 3D
laser mapping. “We foresee many applications of
supersymmetric laser arrays in medicine, military,
industry and communications, wherever there
is a need for high power integrated laser arrays
having a high beam quality,” says study co-author
Mercedeh Khajavikhan.

UCF ranked 75th in the world with 32 patents in 2019. Another eight patents were secured with
partners and were not included in the calculation. UCF has ranked in the top 100 for the past five years.
“Researchers develop solutions every day at UCF,” says Svetlana Shtrom, director of UCF’s Technology
Transfer Office, which is responsible for securing patents based on innovative university research.
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Top 100 in World for Patents

It requires a big university.
It requires UCF.

UCF’s Mission
The University of Central Florida is a public multi-campus,
metropolitan research university, dedicated to serving its
surrounding communities with their diverse and expanding
populations, technological corridors, and international partners. The
mission of the university is to offer high-quality undergraduate and
graduate education, student development, and continuing education;
to conduct research and creative activities; and to provide services
that enhance the intellectual, cultural, environmental, and economic
development of the metropolitan region, address national and
international issues in key areas, establish UCF as a major
presence, and contribute to the global community.
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Where Bright Ideas Grow
UCF Libraries works nonstop to support the success of UCF students and faculty through its stateof-the-art user-centered facilities, outstanding collections, innovative service models, dynamic
partnerships, and excellent programming that champions the ideals of equality, diversity, and inclusion.
The John C. Hitt Library on the main campus has a brand new entrance and four-story connector
building, which will open in Spring 2020. The new building includes 700 new seats for individual study,
new library instruction classrooms, a multipurpose room, and connects our new Automated Retrieval
Center (ARC) to the existing library building. The first phase of the 1.25 million volume capacity ARC
was completed in July 2018, followed by a 16-month ingest of sections of the libraries’ collections.
UCF’s new Downtown Campus Library (serving more than 7,700 UCF and Valencia College students)
opened in October 2019, and we have been very busy hiring and training new staff, transferring
collections from main campus to Downtown, and rolling out a dual-campus subject librarian model to
ensure that transferred programs, students, and faculty have continuous and stellar librarian support.

By providing information resources and services, facilities and technology, the University of Central
Florida Libraries supports learning and teaching, research, creation of knowledge, intellectual growth, and
enrichment of the academic experience.

Our Mission
Employees and Locations
10 Locations
59 Full time staff
44 Full time Librarians
34 FTE student workers

UCF Libraries’ collections include over 1.6 million print volumes, 3 million microforms, 300,000
government documents, 59,000 media titles, 68,000 e-journals, and Special Collections & University
Archives resources. These varied collections keep growing, in part, due to our excellent librarian/
academic faculty partnerships in writing successful grant proposals that have won nearly $6 million of
student-supported UCF Tech Fee funding to buy new digital collections and technology.
Innovative service programs include our Subject Librarian model, which ensures that every student
and faculty member has a one-stop librarian to support all library-related facets of their teaching,
learning, and research activities. Our Engagement Librarian model supports specific targeted student
populations, such as first-time-in-college, transfer, online, international, graduate, and undergraduate
research and honors students. Our Office of Scholarly Communication provides copyright and open
access instruction for undergraduate and graduate courses and an extensive workshop series for
faculty in a variety of venues. UCF’s Instruction Librarians teach information literacy skills to students
at all levels via online and face-to-face modalities, and our Ask Us virtual reference team supports
online and off-campus students.
Dynamic partnerships with academic departments and faculty have fueled a profusion of high quality
library programming and displays that champion the ideals of equality, diversity, and inclusion. These
partnerships, which have dramatically expanded university access to underserved students, also have
led to innovative strategies to support the success of UCF’s ever-growing student population. In 2019,
UCF reached a 28.3% Hispanic undergraduate enrollment and is now designated a Hispanic Serving
Institution by the U.S. State Department.
UCF Libraries is working closely with campus student success organizations to support the success
of our students. Our Textbook Affordability team works to keep textbook costs down by championing
OERs and library-sourced textbook materials. In addition, UCF Libraries supports collaborative
resource-sharing by partnering with the Council of State University Libraries, the Florida Academic
Library Services Cooperative, the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries Centers of
Excellence (Collaborative Federal Depository Program), and U.S. Patent and Trademark Services.
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2018- 19 Patrons

1,374,467
Materials
405,605 Circulated
36,007 ILL Exchanged

Engagement
2,560 Courses/Events
106,239 Students Reached

Our Vision
The University of Central Florida Libraries, a center for discovery and intellectual enlightenment, offers
outstanding resources and services in support of a large metropolitan research university. The Libraries
partners with academic, professional, and local communities in sharing and developing resources, and
fostering life-long learning and information skills.
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UCF Goes Downtown

The Downtown Campus (DTC) Library opened in October 2019, serving approximately 7,700
students of both UCF and Valencia College at the beautiful new downtown Orlando campus. UCF
Downtown is part of Orlando’s Creative Village, a 68-acre site including residential, educational,
retail, parks, and office spaces in an urban environment. The library is located in the Dr. Phillips
Academic Commons building, and has 5 full-time staff, a 2,400 square foot space, and a
10,000-volume capacity.
The DTC Library supports all degree programs offered downtown including 9 bachelors, 10
masters, and 2 PhDs from UCF, and 10 associates degrees from Valencia College. UCF
Departments located downtown include Communication, Games and Interactive Media, Health
Services Administration, Legal Studies, Public Administration and Public Affairs.

Boldly Going

The DTC Library is primarily a space for studying, seeking help from a librarian, and accessing the
print and media collection. Other amenities, including group study rooms, technology lending, and
consultation spaces, are located elsewhere in the academic building that also houses the Library.
The print collection was established by pulling appropriate materials from both colleges to support
the downtown degree programs and purchasing a small general education collection. The current
print collection is approximately 4,500 items and will grow with time.
DTC Library staff include a UCF Librarian, Valencia College Librarian, three full-time library
technical staff, and five student assistants. Subject librarians from the John C. Hitt Library
have office space where they can work at the Downtown Campus as needed, providing library
instruction and consultations for their liaison
departments.
This unique campus allows many opportunities
for collaboration with both our partner college
and the surrounding community. Within several
blocks of campus are the Orange County Public
Schools Academic Center for Excellence (a K-8
public school), the Florida A&M University College
of Law, and county and federal courthouses.
Electronic Arts, a major employer of Games and
Interactive Media graduates, will also be relocating
their headquarters to a new building one block
from the downtown campus.
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Driving Textbook Affordability
by Dr. Penny Beile, Associate Director, Research, Education, and Engagement
and Katy Miller, Student Success/Textbook Affordability Librarian
The University of Central Florida employs a variety of strategies to help reduce the cost of course
materials. Over the past three years (since summer 2016), a working group of librarians and instructional
designers have worked with other campus partners to help 174 unique teaching faculty transition from
traditional textbooks to no/low-cost alternatives. These faculty have taught 400 course sections, in
turn saving over 27,000 students more than $2.5 million. Metrics are regularly reported to institutional
effectiveness for Board of Governors performance funding reports and to Business Services for
compliance with the FL Statute 1004.085, a legislatively mandated report.
The working group has employed a variety of models to help reduce costs: adopting an existing OER
(like OpenStax); creating an OER using copyright compliant, openly accessible materials; and using
library ebooks as one-to-one replacements of the current textbook. The third model is a fairly complex
process on the front end, but it only
requires faculty to update their syllabi,
which has translated to a high success rate.
In the fall of 2018, a print textbook reserve
collection was added, with an emphasis on
general education courses or those with
a high drop, fail, or withdrawal rate. Initial
funding was provided by the library. In the
spring of 2019, the Libraries partnered with
UCF’s Student Government Association
and Knights Pantry, the UCF student run
food bank, to start a Textbook Donation
Drive. As a result of the spring and summer
drives, over 40 additional titles were added
to the collection.

Since 2016, UCF faculty have taught
over 400 classes using open or
library-sourced materials, in turn
reaching over 27,000 students and
potentially saving them well over
$2,500,000.

In the summer of 2019, the Libraries
partnered with the Office of Student Success and was awarded an $8,000 grant for a textbook
affordability initiative. Roughly half of the funding was used to further increase the number of textbooks
available, bringing the current total to 394.

Parent and Family Grant

The UCF Office of Student Success, in partnership with UCF Libraries, applied for The Parent
and Family Grant, with the purpose of increasing student retention and reducing barriers to timely
graduation. They were awarded $8,000, with $5,000 of the award allocated toward textbook
purchases.

Over half of UCF students
have not purchased their
textbooks due to cost

As a result of this grant, 48 textbooks were added
to the Libraries’ textbook lending collection. All the
selected books do not require an access code. Other
prioritized selection criteria were books with a higher
cost as well as books required for courses with a high
enrollment.
The Parent and Family Grant is facilitated through the
UCF Foundation and First Year Experience.

Other tips for saving money on textbooks from UCF can be found at the UCFToday article “How to
Save Money on Textbooks at UCF”.

A significant amount of effort has been devoted to marketing and outreach, with audiences consisting
of faculty, campus partners (such as transfer services, advisors, and other student academic support
groups), administrators, and students. In addition to the expected outcomes of a reduced cost of
course materials, a librarian position was funded out of the Provost’s Office. The newly created Student
Success/Textbook Affordability Librarian started with UCF Libraries in March 2019.
The Libraries are heavily involved in the University of Central Florida’s Affordable Instructional Instruction
Materials Initiative, a university-wide collaboration that includes representation from the Division of
Digital Learning, Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning, and the UCF Bookstore.
This illustrates that the topic is of interest to administrators and that they believe it has the potential to
positively impact student success, performance funding, and institutional goals.
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Valuing Library Engagement
by Dr. Penny Beile
Associate Director, Research, Education, and Engagement
In fall 2014, librarians at the John C. Hitt Library undertook a large-scale study to connect usage data to
student academic and demographic information to investigate whether use of library services correlates to
academic success.
Data points were comprised of five library services at the John C. Hitt Library:
• face-to-face library instruction
• online library instruction
• Information Literacy modules or a library course that resides in Canvas
• study room use
• in-depth research consultations
An analyst from the University’s Institutional Knowledge
Management (IKM) unit pulled demographic and
academic information for library users. To strengthen
any claims of library impact, information also was
collected for non-users enrolled in the same courses.
At the end of 2015, with four semesters of student
interactions, we found that 25,336 unique students
(~40% of students) used one or more library services
66,860 times, for an average of 2.64 interactions per
student user.

When looking at the results, it’s possible to conclude that successful students are more likely to be
engaged and knowledgeable of academic support available on campus. However, it’s exciting to see
evidence of the library’s role in supporting student success, and there is opportunity to ‘push’ students
to the library at various points in their academic careers.
To that end, we have disseminated results of the study to the teaching faculty, campus administrators,
and campus support partners. Specifically, we have met with:
• a number of Vice-Provosts (including IKM and Strategic Initiatives, to discuss how the library
supports student success and implications for performance-based state funding);
• Student Development and Enrollment Services (to identify areas of overlap in student academic
support and further extend existing collaborations);
• Center for Distributed Learning (to advocate for a greater librarian presence on the online
learning web portal)
• Teaching and Learning (which earned us a place on the campus GEP redesign)
Perhaps most notable was the President’s reporting of the results to the Board of Governors when
advocating for increased library funding. We have demonstrated that library services play an integral
role in the student academic success picture, in turn helping to reposition the library from a support
role to a full academic partner.

Analysis further revealed that library users earned an
average end-of-semester GPA of 3.20 (N=273,137, SD=0.95) compared to library non-users, who averaged
3.05 (N=376,713, SD=1.05). (Note that the unit of analysis moved from individual student to course grades
over four semesters, hence the large N.)
We also saw a trend in distribution of grades, with 48.18% of library users receiving A grades compared to
42.61% of library non-users, and non-users receiving more B, C, D, and F grades.
Due to the variety of course types offered at UCF (~38% of student credit hours are online courses), scores
were further analyzed by course modality -- face-to-face, mixed mode, or wholly online -- and the same
trend was found; students who used one or more library services were more likely to receive A grades than
those who did not. Essentially, we found that library services support online/distance students equally as
well as those who use services in person.
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Ingest, the final frontier

The ARC Comes to Life
“ARCification,” the first step

Once the Automated Retrieval Center (ARC)
was built, it was time to move a large portion
of the John C. Hitt Library general collection
and periodicals collection material into the ARC to make room for further renovation and construction.
Before the materials could be moved to the ARC and ingested, they first had to be “ARCified.”
“ARCification” (we coined our own word) is our process of using automated methods to change the
location in the online catalog and let the ARC software know to expect the items.
Why automate? Well, the alternative would be to have a small army of people to move every item to
Cataloging, and then another army of catalogers to handle every item, change its location, and then
return the items to Circulation. This would have taken years to accomplish. As an alternative, we had
ARC location codes set up in the Libraries’ integrated library system (ILS) that corresponded to existing
locations such as ARC general collection, and ARC periodicals collection, so the codes could be switched
rapidly and with a minimum of difficulty.
In July 2018, we started with materials on the first-floor, which were to be completely ingested into the
ARC. Circulation pulled the materials off the shelves and sent the call number range they had finished to
Cataloging. Cataloging then used the reports in Ex Libris’ Aleph to get the barcode numbers for that call
number range. The barcode numbers were used to get holdings and item record numbers. These record
numbers could then be used to change the location from main library to ARC and to make the items
“Temporarily Unavailable” so that patrons wouldn’t be searching for items that were in transition. When
books on the top shelves of the third and fourth floors were ingested, a similar procedure was followed;
instead of using call number ranges, though, Circulation would scan the barcodes of the items, and send
text files of these to Cataloging.
Once the reports were run and the locations changed, then Circulation would be notified that it was
safe to ingest the items. Afterwards, Cataloging changed the status of the items back to “Available,” ran
other reports using Florida Virtual Campus’ ARROW service to find errors in the records that prevented
automatic location changes, and made the appropriate corrections in the problem records.
The first phase of ARCification (first floor, and top shelves of the third and fourth floors) was largely
completed by June 2019. So far, approximately 400,000 volumes have been ingested. Select materials
from other locations (Rosen campus, Curriculum Materials Center, and Special Collections and University
Archives) have subsequently been sent to the ARC as well. The next major phase of ARCification will take
place prior to the renovation of the third floor, which is tentatively scheduled for 2022. In the meantime,
bibliographic maintenance projects related to ARC ingestion (including display of periodicals holdings and
“split” holdings of large general collection sets) is ongoing.
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Circulation Services is responsible for
operating the Automated Retrieval Center
(ARC). The ARC is a high density storage facility located adjacent to the existing library. Access to
the ARC is available via an exterior bridge that connects the two buildings. A secondary phase of
construction began in late 2018 to connect the buildings with an estimated completion date of March
2020. Eventually the ARC will be accessed through the new Circulation workspace in the connector
building. In order to begin the construction to connect the buildings, we first had to move any collections
in the pathway of the construction project.
Approximately 400,000 books were moved from the open stacks to the ARC over the course of
five months. The ARC opened with several complications due to ongoing construction work, faulty
machinery, and technology issues. Circulation Services staff persevered through all the starts and
stops and worked diligently to stay ahead of Turner Construction’s timelines for moving materials.
Circulation staff and student employees, with the help of student assistants from Special Collection &
University Archives, and Acquisitions, were able to finish the ingest ahead of schedule. Once the ingest
was complete, the Stacks unit continued with two special projects: clearing the top 2 shelves on all old
shelving and clearing the 7th shelves in the 1967 building to allow for adequate sprinkler clearance.

In addition, Stacks developed procedures for daily ARC operations: filling patron requests, storing
returned materials, and doing audits on the bins to confirm inventory. We worked closely with Facilities
and Operations staff to coordinate daily maintenance on the ARC Storage and Retrieval Machines
(SRMs) and helped troubleshoot SRM mechanical issues. Stacks worked with Rosen Library,
Curriculum Materials Center, UCF Downtown Library, and Government Documents to store their
overflow materials and also helped train Special Collections & University Archives staff in preparation for
their own ARC projects.
We also work closely with Interlibrary Loan & Document Delivery Services to fill their requests for
materials and maintain communication between the two departments. Patron initiated requests for items
in the ARC are filled hourly during all library operating hours. With the move to the new service desk, we
hope to be able to fill patron requests within five minutes.

Undergraduate Engagement Graduate Engagement
The UCF Libraries has worked diligently to support and encourage undergraduate research since 2004
when a UCF librarian founded UCF’s Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence (SURE), now
approaching its 16th year. The Libraries has cultivated close working relationships with both the Office
of Undergraduate Research and the Burnett Honors College to promote undergraduate scholarship and
creative activity. To this end, the Libraries:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provides group sessions for Honors-in-the-Major (HIM) thesis students as part of the students’
orientation in the honors thesis process
Provides one-on-one research consultations for HIM thesis students and undergraduate
researchers
Conducts multiple workshops and orientations for undergraduate transfer students in the Summer
Research Academy
Conducts workshops for students in L.E.A.R.N. (Learning Environment and Academic Research
Network), an NSF grant-funded program that invites STEM students to become a part of a
supportive living-learning community
Offers workshops for students who participate in I.N.T.R.O. (Introduction to Research & Creative
Scholarship Opportunities), a semester-long, immersive, classroom experience
Offers services for faculty who teach research-intensive courses (i.e., courses that provide
curriculum-based active engagement in a line of inquiry that is guided by a content expert,
adheres to aspects of the academic research or scholarship process, and includes a research
deliverable), such as offering course guides created by subject librarians; links to general and
subject-specific research guides; links to library services for undergraduate students; or a link to
UCF’s online institutional repository
Offers a series of Canvas modules that introduce students to the undergraduate research process
Awards an annual prize to the best paper published in the Pegasus Review, UCF’s undergraduate
research journal
Displays the first-place projects in disciplinary categories from SURE

Currently, the Libraries is working with the UCF Honors College to develop a series of workshops for HIM
thesis students that provide guidance on developing research strategies and a literature review.
The Libraries has long had representation on UCF’s Undergraduate Research Council, a campus-wide
faculty committee representing all disciplines. A UCF librarian is the sole remaining charter member
of the council, which advises the Office of Undergraduate Research and promotes the involvement
of undergraduates in the ongoing activities of the UCF research community. The Libraries has a
representative on the University Honors Committee, which considers and recommends fundamental
policies and procedures relating to the UCF Honors College, including the general direction of the
college and its programs, requirements, faculty participation, and curricular matters. The Libraries is also
represented on the planning committee of the UCF-hosted annual statewide conference, “Best Practices
in Undergraduate Research,” for faculty and administrators.
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The UCF Libraries’ Graduate Engagement goals focus on collaborations with the College of Graduate
Studies, the Graduate Student Center, and the Graduate Student Association (GSA) to support
graduate students and postdoctoral researchers through targeted programming. The graduate
engagement librarian serves as the Libraries’ primary contact with the College of Graduate Studies
to plan, implement, assess, and refine a diverse range of programs and events relating to graduate
research and scholarly communication topics.
Graduate engagement initiatives support events, such as the Graduate Research Forum, Graduate
Student Orientation, the Libraries’ in-person and online graduate workshops offered in the College of
Graduate Studies’ Pathways to Success program, International Graduate Student Welcome events,
discipline-specific programs for graduate students, research guides, and webpage resources.
Graduate engagement objectives:
• Collaborate with the Graduate Studies to plan and support the Libraries involvement in key
areas of graduate research interests
• Establish a physical and online presence at partner campus units, labs, and websites
• Plan and maintain various in-person and online instructional materials and resources
• Explore technologies that impact and facilitate instructional support
• Facilitate discussions with subject and regional librarians about programming opportunities
• Communicate with units in the Libraries to update them on developments and resources
available for graduate students and postdoctoral researchers
Graduate engagement outcomes:
• Contributed information and support for Graduate Studies’ launch of a new required Canvas
course, Graduate Student Guide to Success
• Presented information sessions attended by 91 graduate students at the John C. Hitt Library in
collaboration with the GSA for Fall 2018 Graduate Orientation
• Provided instructional support for 251 students from a range of disciplines who attended one or
more of the eight graduate workshop topics presented by UCF Librarians in 2018-2019 in the
Pathways to Success program
• Participated in Scholarly Communication team planning of the first STEM Workshop and
presented Planning Your Literature Review
• Collaborated with the Engineering & Computer Science subject librarian to plan a Graduate
Research Essentials online workshop for students
• Planned and presented a Graduate Research Essentials online workshops for Criminal Justice
and Public Administration students
• Collaborated with UCF subject librarians to plan the second International Graduate Student
Welcome program held at the John C. Hitt Library in Fall 2019
• Facilitated graduate outreach for a UCF Student Research Week program hosted by the
Libraries and presented by Oxford University Press (March 2018)
• Provided support for Grad Gatherings hosted by the College of Graduate Studies
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Partners in Science
Online Engagement
As a library serving a large university, our biggest challenge is figuring out how to effectively provide
instruction in a sustainable way. Online instruction options have opened new opportunities to reach our
students in their academic environments through embedded librarianship, online workshops, curated
content and targeted library instruction. By becoming integrated parts of their classes as well as
developing an online workshop presence, we have been able to create dynamic programming tailored
to the needs of our students. One of our most successful online instruction programs is our Information
Literacy Modules, a collection of 13 different learning objects, which can be integrated into a student’s
Canvas course or taken on their own. In 2018-2019, 85,386 module assessments were completed,
reaching 15,849 unique students. Canvas has also been utilized to deliver library instruction content
through course-specific LibGuides and course-specific instructional content developed as part of the
course. This was most successful as part of the Undergraduate Research course, which has reached over
250 students in its first year.

Services as well as the Office of Honors Research.

2018-2019 also saw the development of
our online webinar series “Research Tips
Tuesdays.” This project was developed to meet
the needs of our Transfer and First-Generation
students, which make up over 60% of UCF’s
student body. This series was designed to
help students develop academic skills that are
fundamental to student success but rarely get
explicitly taught in the classroom. Participation
in these programs is supported through
campus partnerships with the Office of First
Year Experience, and Transfer and Transition

The growth of our online instruction and workshop offerings allows us to have meaningful, measurable,
instruction interactions with approximately 25 percent of 68,000+ students. Furthermore, we provide
“just in time” skill building uniquely tailored to our student body. This is achieved through synchronous
and asynchronous online instruction, both as an integrated part of their formal education as well as
supplementary skill building through informal learning opportunities in dynamic formats. By cultivating
campus partners and reaching out to our students, we are able to meet the research instruction needs of
our students.
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Since the Fall of 2017, the Science Librarian at UCF Libraries has worked to develop partnerships
around campus with liaison areas in the College of Sciences, College of Optics & Photonics, and the
NanoScience Technology Center. Through successful partnerships, we have established substantial
collaboration with the Physics and Biology departments working to promote library resources and
services at events inside the library and around campus. These partnerships have yielded a growth in
the number of programs, growing from 1 to 3 with an increase of over 100%. We have continued to
impact and promotion of UCF Libraries outside of the general channels through our partnerships with
these departments.
The Science Librarian has worked with the Physics
Department Planetary Sciences faculty for significant
multi-tiered programming to commemorate important
astronomical viewing events. This past year, the Libraries
worked to promote an event for the International Observe
the Moon Night, an event to showcase the Lunar Eclipse,
and another on the transit of Mercury across the sun.
During these observatory events, the UCF Libraries sets
up a pop up library to display resources that students, staff,
and faculty may not know are available for check-out. The library also hosts lectures by Planetary
Science faculty to help boost interest in Astronomy and to promote the research happening around
campus.
The Libraries has also partnered with Biology faculty in conjunction with the UCF Arboretum to host
and promote conservation with Earth Month programming, called Naturally UCF, to help foster the
protection of our planet. In working with UCF Arboretum staff and faculty, UCF Libraries has effectively
delivered film screenings with a commentary delivered by a Botany faculty member on campus as well
as hosted other events outside of the library.
In regard to outcomes, UCF Libraries has successfully
grown its impact and collaboration with the Planetary
Sciences faculty in the Physics Department, and with the
Botany and Arboretum faculty in the Biology Department
at UCF. The number of students attending these events
has significantly increased as well, with lecture and movie
screenings yielding up to 50 students attending any single
one film, lecture, or craft event inside the library. The
events UCF Libraries partners with outside of the library
yield hundreds of attendees and have positively allowed
for subject librarians to make personal contact with
students in their liaison areas.
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Patents & Trademarks
The Patent and Trademark Resource Center (PTRC) in Orlando, FL serves UCF faculty, staff, students,
and community members throughout Central Florida. The PTRC program is in place to make the
products and services of the United States Patent and Trademark Office publicly accessible, through
personal consultations, workshops, and other promotion. According to U.S. News and World Report
(2020), UCF is ranked 16th among the nation’s most innovative schools. For five years in a row, UCF has
placed within the top 100 universities worldwide for granted patents.
For three years, the PTRC has partnered with Blackstone Launchpad, the student entrepreneur hub at
UCF, to speak at a “Startup Resources” workshop and be available for one-on-one consulting with their
clients. Off campus, the Inventors Council of Central Florida avidly publicize and attend PTRC events.
This past year has shown an increase in the breadth and variety of collaborative endeavors, which began
with the 2018-2019 Entrepreneurship Series, Bridging
“I absolutely loved your talk in my course,
the Gap Between Innovation and Entrepreneurship, coand the newly formed plant breeding
sponsored by UCF librarians, along with their campus
committee within the campus student
partners: I-Corps, the Center for Entrepreneurial
chapter of the Botanical Society of
Leadership, and the Small Business Development
Center. More speakers were drawn from the Office of
America would absolutely love a tutorial/
Technology Transfer, Office of General Counsel, and the presentation/discussion...”
Orange County Library System.
-Dr. Chase Mason, Biology
Another program objective is to introduce patents and
trademarks to a broader range of UCF students. A 10-15-minute crash course presentation on intellectual
property has been created to accompany library instruction in any subject area. A talk to the Biological
Sciences Research class has led to a partnership with the UCF Botanical Society of America student
chapter to provide further instruction on plant patents and associated intellectual property protections.
The outcomes of the Entrepreneurship series have been presented at the Charleston Conference and at
the inaugural Panhandle Academic Libraries Conference. The PTRC librarian has been invited to speak
to national, regional, and local groups, such as the National Docketing Association, Florida State Science
and Engineering Fair directors meeting, and UCF Blackstone Launchpad. They were invited to present
on library partnerships at a Tampa Bay Library Consortium event, table at the Center for Entrepreneurial
Leadership’s Starter Riot, and speak to the UCF Joust New Venture Competition finalists. In December
2018, UCF celebrated its 30th year as a PTRC with a two-day educational program, including a day-long
community-facing workshop followed by a half day of hands-on training for librarians, which had record
attendance.
		Annual Data:
• 112 consultations
• 129 attendees at presentations
• Over 5100 hits on patent/trademark websites
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Paving the Way to Future Success
The UCF Libraries provides access to resources for many local area preK-12th grade schools with three
goals in mind:
1. Reach out to local area schools about services and resources available for teachers and their
students
2. Sign local teachers up for UCF Libraries’ Special Borrowers Cards
3. Offer library instruction to Advanced Placement Seminar/Capstone (AP) and International
Baccalaureate (IB) students.
Outreach to area educators is an integral part of UCF
Libraries’ Curriculum Materials Center (CMC). The
CMC Library collection is fostered to meet the course
needs of UCF teacher education students as well as
those currently in the teaching profession. Through
outreach, the CMC offers professional development to
area educators and the ability to obtain UCF borrowing
privileges via a free Special Borrowers Library Card.
The UCF Libraries’ Special Borrowers Card is available
to all preK-12th grade Florida teachers. The card
gives area educators free access to over 1 million
items housed within the UCF Libraries’ collections.
This includes all education-based manipulatives, science kits and approximately 32,000 preK-12th
grade books housed in the CMC. We currently have reached out to 6 local area schools: 2 elementary,
2 middle, and 2 high schools. We have given presentations to 3 schools and signed up over 60 local
teachers for Special Borrowers Cards.
CMC outreach also extends to area preK-12th grade students. In the past year, the CMC has welcomed
to their library or visited with over 300 Florida students. The Teaching & Engagement Department in
the John C. Hitt Library also works with many local area high schools to provide library instruction for
AP and IB students. In 2019, over 400 high
school students from 12 schools have benefited
from visiting the library to access academic
resources. During these visits, students may
learn about electronic resources, academic
writing, conducting literature reviews, and
citing sources. These visits provide scholarly
resources for their papers and formal research
projects while also exposing them to a college
campus. Our outreach with local area preK-12th
teachers and students provides pathways for
students to succeed in their future endeavors.
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Inclusion = Diverse Programming at UCF
One of the fantastic things about UCF is the wide range of cultures and ethnicities of our students,
staff, and faculty. We come from all over. We’re just as proud of where we are from as we are of
where we are now and where we will be heading in the future.
Diversity and inclusion related programs introduce students to cultures
and ideas beyond what they may have experienced while growing up.
These programs can help broaden student horizons and prompt them
to consider viewpoints other than their own. Inclusive programming
also helps students from the cultures or identities being discussed feel
like they are important members of the university community. They
feel acknowledged by library faculty and staff and realize that others
will have learned some basics from their culture and will have some
understanding of what influenced their childhoods.
Diversity Week, an Office of Diversity and Inclusion initiative, is one
of the ways we celebrate inclusion in the Libraries. For one week in
October, UCF celebrates our diverse community and provides opportunities to explore topics
across the broad range of human identity, experience, and interaction. Diversity Week activities
are intended to stimulate our campus and help us to become a more inclusive culture. The theme
for 2019 was Empowering Equity.
Libraries programming during Diversity Week includes hands-on workshops, such as a Zine
Workshop, Introduction to Bookbinding, Fiber Arts for Everyone (in partnership with Orange
County Library Systems), and weaving with the Weavers of Orlando. There are workshops on
the DIVerse Families Database, a bibliographic resource for parents and teachers that provides
children’s and young adult books reflecting the growing diversity of families in the United States.
In 2019, a Books & Bowties Pop Up Library was hosted for the first time on the patio of the UCF
Student Union; 67 students checked out 75 items from a collection representing diverse voices in
fiction. By request from students, film screenings and discussions with social justice themes have
been held including Awake, a Dream of Standing Rock,
My So-Called Enemy: Celebrating Diversity, Interfaith and
Intercultural Understanding, and Show Me Democracy:
Student Activism Amidst the Uprising in Ferguson.
As part of the UCF Libraries’ enthusiastic support of
maintaining an inclusive space in the UCF community, we
routinely offer workshops and activities throughout the year.
One of our premier partnerships for diverse programming
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is a yearly film series with the Religion & Cultural Studies Program. Each three
film series focuses on a different theme paired with facilitated discussions by
UCF Department of Philosophy faculty. 2018 was the first series with a theme
of Religion & Sexuality, which examined how three of the world’s major religions
viewed the LGBTQIA+ community. The second series in 2019 was called Cults
& Charisma. The goal of this series was to ask participants what draws people
to such groups, how charisma is constructed, and how boundaries between
religions and cults are delineated. Due to strong participation in the series,
planning has begun for a third series on religion and gender in fall 2020.
2019 was the third year that the Libraries partnered with the Department of
Anthropology to celebrate Día de los Muertos with an ofrenda, crafts, and a
facilitated film discussion. The addition of crafts and other physical activities
provides processing time for students, so they can consider what they have heard and how they would
like to respond. Crafts also act as a gateway to other cultures. Students learn about the history of the
craft during the activity and why the crafts are important to that culture.
To promote the breadth and inclusiveness of the Libraries’ collections, a monthly themed display was
created filled with suggestions from Libraries’ employees. Inclusive topics featured are Black History,
Women’s History, Asian Pacific American Heritage, LGBTQIA+ Pride,
Hispanic Heritage, and Native American Heritage. A full listing of all books
suggested since 2016 can be found on the Libraries’ blog and Tumblr
pages. Additional short term displays are created in partnership with both
academic and student support departments, such as Women at Work with
the Women & Gender Studies Program, Mindfulness and Stress Relief
with Wellness & Health Promotion Services, and Cybersecurity with UCF
InfoSec.

We want every Knight to feel like UCF welcomes them with open arms. The cultural
programming we offer helps UCF community members from those cultures know we
see and value their contributions to the university as well as provides information to
community members who might not have previously been exposed to those cultures.

Speak Your Truth: A Queer History of UCF
Speak Your Truth: A Queer History of UCF is an archival project
exploring the history of the queer experience at the University of
Central Florida. Submissions are open to all UCF faculty, staff,
students, and alumni. Speak Your Truth asks that the Knight
community, in their own words and preferred format, describe
their experiences as a member of the queer community at UCF
whether good, bad, ugly, or somewhere in between.
UCF Libraries has partnered with the Office of Diversity and
Inclusion, LGBTQ+ Services, Lavender Council, and the Campus
Activities Board for this project.
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The Teams at Work
“The chair [Statistics Department] spoke very highly about the Web of
Science training and thus is pushing his faculty to sign up and attend the
next workshop.”

“Thanks to all for the excellent service you provide and for working
together across departments to get things done!”

“We appreciate the Library’s generosity in providing this space for
our program [University Writing Center] and hope to continue this
partnership.”

“I would like to thank the CMC staff for their warm welcome and
eagerness to educate our international participants. It was thoroughly
enjoyed by the BLCSI Saudi participants.”

“They don’t even have a library yet at @UCFDowntown but @
UCFLibrary is holding it down like a champ and was able to put my
textbook on reserves. <3”

“In addition, [UCF Libraries’] use of the STARS system is also a model for
UCF. Our librarians are rock stars on Main Campus, and it was so exciting
to learn that our library staff is some of the best and brightest in the library
system. Also a big thank you to Kerri Bottorff who has been instrumental
in supporting us with STARS events. “

“Thanks to the UCF Interlibrary Loan Department for their consistently
magnificent ability to track down and retrieve elusive resources.”

“Rich Gause’s assistance over the past few weeks has been more
helpful than any orientation any instructor within my department has
offered....He has helped me improve my syllabus by making excellent
suggestions and creating a research guide.”

“Thank you for taking the time to talk to us. Knowing how to find relevant
news articles will help me stay abreast of industry trends.”

“Thanks for the excellent workshop on Hijacked Journals! Since this is a
topic of personal interest, it was great to see the breadth and depth of the
content you presented. And perhaps more importantly, I left the session
with new thoughts about collaboration between faculty and our academic
librarians. I look forward to continued conversations. Particularly as we
may all have interests that align with the umbrella of the new learning
sciences cluster.”

“Thank you for introducing the students of my class ENL 4311 to the
relevant holdings of UCF’s Special Collections & University Archives. I very
much appreciate that you shared your time and your expertise with these
students, who enthusiastically reported the delight they discovered in such
an intriguing array of artifacts....”

“Thank you so much for Tuesday’s informative and interactive library
instruction classes....They also stated your instruction was engaging
and you were very nice, helpful and accommodating. One student was
especially elated that, thanks to your assistance, she found the perfect
source for her research paper. “

“I know you don’t have time to look through the final reflections in my
courses, so I just wanted to let you know that your library course and
personal assistance has been noted numerous times by students,
especially in 3250, as one of the most helpful parts of the course.”

Presentations
SELECTED INTERNATIONAL PRESENTATIONS 2017-2019
Avila, S. (2019, February). Tools for successful STEM outreach in the digital plus era. Presented at the
6th International Conference on Asian Special Libraries (ICoASL 2019), New Delhi, India.
Basco, B. (2018, August). Sound the alarm: what the library community needs to know about predatory
publishing. Presented at World Library and Information Congress 84th IFLA General Conference and
Assembly, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Basco, B., & Hickok, J. (2019, November). Best practices: an exciting showcase of inclusive,
Innovative, and Interconnected libraries in Asia and the USA. Presented at the Philippine Librarians
Association, Inc. 2019 PLAI National Congress, Tagaytay City, the Philippines.
Hoeppner, A. (2019, February). Envisioning imperfect futures. Presented at the 6th International
Conference of Asian Special Libraries (ICoASL). New Delhi, India.
Hoeppner, A. (2018, February). Free to students: the role of library acquisitions in textbook affordability.
Presented at the Role of Libraries in Managing Open Educational Resources Conference, Delhi, India.
Hoeppner, A. (2018, February). New directions in discovery. Presented at the International Conference
on Reshaping Libraries: Emerging Global Technologies and Trends, Jaipur, India.
Hoeppner, A. (2017, March). Changing landscape of discovery: content, linking, and user experience.
Presented at the International Conference on Changing Landscape of Science and Technology
Libraries (CLSTL), Gandhinagar, India.
Shrauger, K., & Hood, Y. (2017, July). Doing the impossible: diverse families and data-driven database
creation. Presented at the 23rd Biennial Congress of the International Research Society for Children’s
Literature, Toronto, Canada.
Shrauger, K., & Hood, Y. (2017, July). Diversity within the family: evaluating books which mirror the
families of today. Presented at the 23rd Biennial Congress of the International Research Society for
Children’s Literature, Toronto, Canada.
Zhang, Y. (2018, August). Global dialog for best practices in libraries and information services.
Presented at the World Library and Information Congress 84th IFLA General Conference and Assembly,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

SELECTED U.S. PRESENTATIONS 2017-2019
Basco, B., & Avila, S. (2018, May). To catch a predatory publisher: a study of STEM faculty publications
at the University of Central Florida. Poster presented at the STELLA (Science, Technology & Engineering
Library Leaders in Action) Unconference, UC Berkeley, CA.
Beile, P., DeNoyelles, A., Gause, R., Norris, S., & Raible, J. (2017, March). Poking the bear: promoting
textbook affordability in the face of a restrictive institutional environment. Poster presented at the
Association of College & Research Libraries Biennial Conference, Baltimore, MD. (Note: Poster won
People’s Choice Award at conference.)
Beile, P., Raible, J., DeNoyelles, A., & Avila, S. (2019, April). Panel [Part one] Impact of an OER
adoption in an American History course: an exploration of impact on student outcomes and behaviors.
[Part two] Promotion and adoption of textbook affordability and affordable course materials: forensic
science. Presented at the Association of College and Research Libraries Conference, Cleveland, OH.
Bishop, C., & Wray, C. (2018, March). Transitioning from F2F to online: paths to success. Presented at
the Adult Higher Education Alliance Conference, Orlando, FL.
Bishop, C., & Marcano, N. (2018). Graduate outreach services: perspectives from two university library
programs. Presented at the Transforming Libraries for Graduate Students Conference, Kennesaw
University, Kennesaw, Georgia.
DeNoyelles, A, Raible, J., Beile, P., Norris, S., & Gause, R. (2017, October). Rebellions are built on
hope: joining forces to support OER in a restrictive institutional environment. Presented at the Open
Education Conference, Anaheim, California.
Edford, R.L., Nuhn, P.L., Kauffman, K.F., & Moore, C. (2019 October 12-14). The role of academic
libraries in supporting transfer students [Conference session]. Presented at the 26th National Conference
on Students in Transition. Orlando, FL.
Gottschall, T., Beile, P., & Mulvihill, R. (2017, June). 25,000 students can’t be wrong: correlating use of
library services with student grade point average. Presented at the American Library Association Annual
Conference, Chicago, IL.
Mulvihill, R., & Beile, P. (2017, May). Correlating use of library services with student success and what
we learned along the way. Presented at the LOEX Conference, Lexington, KY.
Norris, S., Venecek, J., & Raible, J. (2018, October). Humanities in the open: the challenges of creating
an open anthology of literature. Presented at the Open Education Conference, Niagara Falls, NY.

Zhang, Y. (2018, June). Robots for books: building an automated retrieval center for print collections.
Presented at the Library Society of China 2018 Convention & Expo, Langfang, China.

Shrauger, K. (2018, June). Hiring and creating valuable opportunities for student workers. Presented at
Technical Services Managers in Academic Libraries Interest Group, American Library Association Annual
Conference, New Orleans, LA.

Zhang, Y. (2018, February). E-books for academic libraries in the USA. Presented at the International
Symposium on Emerging Trends and Technologies in Library and Information Services (ETTLIS),
Greater Noida, India.

Tierney, B., & Taniguchi, Y. (2018, November). East meets West: the Japan Association of National
University Libraries (JANUL) and the University of Central Florida Libraries. Presented at the Charleston
Conference, Charleston, SC.
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Tong, M. (2018, June). Bring the cost down! Partnering with instructors to offer textbook alternatives.
Poster session presented at the American Library Association Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA.
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Publications

Awards

Avila, S. (2017). Implementing augmented reality in academic libraries. Public Services Quarterly,
13(3), 190-199. doi: 10.1080/15228959.2017.1338541

Sandra Avila received Against the Grain Media’s 2018 Up and Comer Award.

Avila, S. and Wray, C. (2018). To Infinity and beyond: reducing textbook costs through librarian/faculty
collaborations. Distance Library Services Conference Proceedings.

Buenaventura Basco received the Joint Conference of Librarians of Color (JCLC) Distinguished
Service Award, 3rd National JCLC, Albuquerque, NM, September 2018, and UCF Excellence in
Librarianship Award, 2019.

Beile, P. (2017). The academic library’s (potential) contribution to the learning analytics landscape.
Educause Review; Transforming Higher Ed [Blog post]. Retrieved from https://er.educause.edu/
blogs/2017/11/the-academic-librarys-potential-contribution-to-the-learning-analytics-landscape.
Beile, P., Hartsell-Gundy, A., Roca, J., Sibley, C., Szarko, M., and Ostapowicz-Critz, L. ACRL Awards
Task Force Report. (2017). Retrieved from https://www.academia.edu/34610145/ACRL_Awards_Task_
Force_Report
Beile, P., Choudhury, K. and Wang, M. (2017). Hidden treasure on the road to Xanadu: What
connecting library service usage data to unique student IDs can reveal. Journal of Library
Administration, 57(2),151-173. doi: 10.1080/01930826.2016.1235899
DeNoyelles, A., Raible, J., Beile, P., and Norris, S. (2017). Disrupting the model: fostering cultural
change through academic partnerships. C. Diaz (Ed.), Affordable course materials: electronic textbooks
and open educational resources. ALA Editions.
Edford, R.L. (in press). “Peer review of teaching for instruction librarians: An annotated bibliography.”
Codex: The journal of the Louisiana chapter of the ACRL. http://journal.acrlla.org/index.php/codex
Norris, S., Tierney, B., and Flick, L. (2019) Why every librarian should know about copyright:
creating copyright training opportunities for librarians at your institution. In S. Benson (Ed.), Copyright
conversations: rights literacy in a digital world. Chicago, IL: ACRL Digital Publications.
Norris, S., Avila, S., & Basco, B. (in press). Liaison and scholarly communication librarians
collaborating to support faculty and students. In New approaches to liaison librarianship: innovations in
instruction, collections, reference and outreach. Chicago, IL: ACRL.
Piascik, J., Shrauger, K. and Ritzert, L. (2017). CD-ROM’s acquaintances: What to do with the
skeletons in our academic libraries. Journal of Access Services, 14(3), 114-117. doi:
10.1080/15367967.2017.1318704
Tierney, B. and Colding, L. (2018) Reimagining research services as part of major academic library
renovations: a tale of two research departments (University of Central Florida and Florida Gulf Coast
University). Charleston Voices, 1(1). doi: 10.5703/1288284316667

Penny Beile was nominated by the ACRL Leadership, Recruitment, and Nomination Committee as one
of two candidates for the position of 2017-2018 ACRL Vice-President/President-elect. Dr. Beile also was
selected as a 2017-2018 OER Research Fellow by the Open Education Project and received $5,000
funding.

Service
Frank Allen co-chairs the ACRL/LLAMA Interdivisional Committee on Library Building Resources.
Sandra Avila serves as the Secretary of the Science and Technology Libraries section of the
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). She also serves on the ACRL,
Science Technology Section, Hot Topics Discussion Group, 2018-2019.
Barry Baker is the editor for the “Technical Services Report” in Technical Services Quarterly. He also
serves as the chair for the Association of Caribbean University, Research and Institutional Libraries
Academic Libraries Special Interest Group. In addition, he serves on the Digital Library of the Caribbean
Executive Committee and is a member of the EBSCO Publishing Academic Advisory Board.
Buenaventura Basco served as the Executive Director of the Asian/Pacific American Librarians
Association, an affiliate of the American Library Association, 2012-2018.
Penny Beile serves on the College & Research Libraries Editorial Board, 2014-2020 and the ACRL
Research and Scholarly Environment Committee, 2017-2020.
Athena Hoeppner serves on the National Information Standards Organization: Co-Chair of the
Information Policy and Analysis Topic Committee, 2019-to present; Co-chair of the Content Platform
Migration Work Group, 2019 to present; member of the Architecture Committee, 2019-to present. Also
serves on Project Counter (Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic Resources), Technical
Advisory Group, 2017-2019; and Project Counter’s Information Policy and Analysis Topic Committee.
Min Tong serves on the Board of Directors for the Chinese American Librarians Association 2018-2020
and on the ALA Membership Committee, 2018-2020.

Tong, M. and Moran, C. (2017). Are transfer students lagging behind in information literacy? Reference
Services Review, 45(2), 286-297. doi: 10.1108/RSR-10-2016-0064

Rebecca (Missy) Murphey serves as the President-Elect of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Resource
Center Association, July 2019-2021 (3-year term as Pres-Elect, President, Past-president).

Wray, C., Avila, S., & Haught, M. (2019). Creating a sense of place: connecting participants to local
habitats through library and community partner collaborations. In R. Pun & G.L. Shaffer (Eds.), The
Sustainable Library’s Cookbook. Chicago, IL: ALA.

Barbara Tierney serves as a Guest Editor for Against the Grain, 2019-2020.
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Ying Zhang served as the President of the Chinese American Librarians Association 2018-2019.
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“The 21st Century Library Project is perhaps the greatest illustration of the commitment
of the UCF Libraries to advancing the institution through its flexibility to adapt to future
changes in technology and collections, facilitation of collaborative scholarship and
individual research, and immediate access to diverse and global library resources in all
forms.”

Letters of Support
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“I meet with every academic dean in a series
of ‘quality assurance’ meetings, during which
I solicit constructive feedback on ways our
division’s services and support might be
improved. Over a period of nearly a quarter
a century, I have received only positive
comments about the library, its services, and its
personnel.”
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“This year UCF reached a new milestone and
reaching a student retention rate of 90.4%.
This achievement could not have occurred
unless UCF Libraries set student success and
student achievement as priorities.”
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“The libraries have also continued an important partnership
with the Center for Distributed Learning, working to
make textbooks more affordable through faculty use of
electronic library resources for class texts, as well as Open
Educational Resources.”
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“U.S. News & World Report ranked UCF among the nation’s 10 most innovative
universities in the Best Colleges of 2019 guide. The UCF Libraries continuously support
this innovation by ensuring that the UCF community has access to information through
extensive databases, as well as to technology within the various library locations.”
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“Throughout the academic year, the staff of the UCF
Library work collectively to be an indispensable partner
in helping us fulfill our mission to facilitate and increase
undergraduate involvement in academic research, and
foster a campus-wide culture of research.”
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“The UCF Libraries system is a prized partner
that provides outstanding services and
resources that support student success and
strong partnerships with faculty in our college.”
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“The Rosen Library also frequently
provides information or services to
hospitality industry professionals, as well as
members of the general public. This helps
support our mission to partner with industry
professionals and to be a leader in the field
of hospitality education. ”
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“During the seventeen years I have worked at
the Orange County Public Library System, I have
enjoyed a strong, productive partnership working
with the UCF Libraries.”
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“As an Instructor at the School of Teacher Education at UCF,
I am keenly aware of the amazing resource we have in the
CMC. This fall when I began work at UCF Global, I knew
that the CMC was a resource I must share with a group
of individuals I am working with at Building Leadership for
Change Through School Immersion (BLCSI), a program at
UCF Global. ”
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“Through visits to each other’s libraries and
mentorship provided by UCF librarians as LSU
developed its liaison program, UCF shared its
successful liaison program with us. The poster
presentation that Ms. Tierney and I collaborated on
for the Charleston Conference is a further example
of the UCF Libraries’ team providing leadership in
developing and implementing a program that other
libraries can emulate.”
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